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Not in Their Back Yard

by Dennis A. Shook

May 31, 2007

If ethanol is the wave of the future, why are many people resisting the production plants that manufacture it?

Once a site is proposed for an ethanol plant, citizen opposition almost always follows. While the plants tend to provide around 40 to 50 new jobs

that pay anywhere from $15-$50 per hour, some groups say the rest of the community has to put up with a wide variety of problems from the

facility.

Cambria resident John Mueller, a spokesman for the Cambrians for Thoughtful Development, which opposed an ethanol plant in that south-

central Wisconsin town, said plant problems include “increased traffic, dust getting into the air from milling the corn and increased water usage.

They need to use four gallons of water per gallon of ethanol produced.” Mueller also said the production plants added a “bad smell to the air, like

stale beer—it’s pretty noxious stuff.”

The citizens eventually lost their battle to stop the Cambria ethanol plant.

Mueller blames state government. He pointed to the controversy that erupted when it was discovered that state Rep. Eugene Hahn (R-Cambria),

who chairs the committee reviewing the ethanol industry, owns stock in a local ethanol-plant developer.

“It also makes good political hay for the governor, but a lot of people here know better” than to support ethanol, Mueller said. “None of the plant

owners and managers want to live here—close to the plant.”

Attorney Christa Westerberg, who works for the law firm Garvey McNeil & McGillivray, in Madison, has provided legal assistance for many

citizens’ groups that oppose ethanol plants, including Cambria’s.

“This battle is getting tougher every day because of the political appeal of ethanol,” Westerberg said. “But more people are realizing there is a

downside to it because [using corn] is raising prices for meat, poultry and other areas.”
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Marie Frederick, who was involved in a similar citizens’ group in the town of Dover, in Racine County, said it took a substantial effort to fight back

proposals at two sites. Robert Kordus, who owns a nearby asphalt plant, pushed for the rezoning of some adjacent property he owned to allow

him to build an ethanol plant.

The plans were eventually defeated at the local and county levels.

Frederick said one proposed site was too close to the Southern Wisconsin Center campus, which houses up to 2,000 employees and

developmentally disabled veterans. Another possible site was near a heavily used lake and a school.

“It started out that we were opposed because of the aesthetics,” Frederick said, but then residents learned of the emissions problems.

A referendum this spring on building a plant in the town failed by a vote of 860 to 294.

“We conducted a real grassroots campaign,” Frederick said, including a local corn farmer who would have stood to gain from the ethanol plant

location.

“My husband has seen about 40 of these plants and he said they were not the kind of things we would want as the gateway to our community,”

she said.


